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Season 1 Outline 

By Mike Cummins 

 

There is an organisation that makes the problems of powerful people go away - at any cost. It is the 

Whitewash network and the man who created it, David Cromwell MP, has lost control and wants it 

terminated. To achieve this he has engaged the services of Iona Shreeves (a dismissed covert 

surveillance officer from the Met) and Scanlan Brown (imprisoned for a fraud he did not commit and 

whose family have vanished)… 

 

Episode 1: Thin Air 

David Cromwell MP is on the verge of a breakthrough in his quest to bring the Whitewash network 

to its knees. £312m has been syphoned off government budgets and the Whitewash network is 

behind laundering the money. For once Cromwell is ahead of the network and has traced the money 

through short trading deals to an Argentine bank.  

Eighty miles south, in the English Channel, an oil tanker is adrift with no crew. The coast guard is 

fighting to get the ship under control but is hampered by a suited man who has absolute jurisdiction 

over the operation. 

At Heathrow, the Argentine bank’s head of investment is touching down – except she isn’t. She has 

vanished mid-flight. Advantage Whitewash network.  

Iona Shreeves, Cromwell’s foot-soldier, is against the clock to find the banker before she vanishes for 

ever. The only person who can help Shreeves is in prison – he is Scanlan Brown. 

Brown is halfway through a 14 month sentence for short trading bonds. The short trading he was 

convicted of was the trial run for the syphoned £312m. Brown was framed by the network and is 

very angry. Since his conviction his wife and son have disappeared – something he believes the 

network is responsible for to ensure his silence. Shreeves needs to make him talk. And fast. 

Forming an untrusting alliance, Shreeves gets Brown released and he takes her into the world of high 

finance. In return she agrees to help him find his missing family. The search for his family and the 

missing banker lead to the same place: the oil taker, now docked, that hides its own secret: it is 

partially fitted out as a prison ship – the UK government’s Guantanamo. As Shreeves and Brown 

search the ship’s hold the bulkhead door slams behind them. They are tanker’s newest inmates. 
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Episode 2: Cells 

An ambulance races through London. Inside a 14 year old Czech girl is being sedated, she fights the 

efforts of the crew. When the ambulance stops the girl is wheeled into the service entrance of a 

swish central London high-rise. She is inspected by a stylishly dressed young madam who inspects 

the girl and pays the ambulance crew. 

In Downing Street the Prime Minister is concluding a meeting with Dame Margo Buchanan regarding 

an impending trade delegation from China. As Dame Margo leaves the office the madam strolls in 

and hugs the PM. She is his daughter. And Dame Margo knows her secret and decides it’s time to 

bring in the Whitewash network to protect the PM. 

Cromwell is meeting Amber (19), the new trainee in his office. Unable to get through to Shreeves’ 

phone Cromwell sets Amber the task of tracking down Brown. Meanwhile a back-bencher contacts 

Cromwell with suspicions that the PM’s daughter is providing services for senior members of the 

Chinese trade delegation.  

Scanlan Brown wakes up with an almighty hangover, not on the tanker but alone in a police cell. He 

calls out but nobody comes. But things are worse for Shreeves… 

…she is handcuffed to the deck of the tanker – and the tanker is at sea. She discovers the philosophy 

of the Whitewash network: bad things are sometimes necessary for the greater good.  

As the Whitewash network gets the upper hand, Shreeves and Brown realise that their only chance 

of survival is to trust and rely on each other. Apart they are vulnerable.   

 

Episode 3: The Greater Good 

We rewind the clock five days to the very start of Episode 1 – we are back on the drifting tanker in 

the English Channel, replaying the events of the past two episodes from the point of view of the 

Whitewash network… 

The tanker crew are all dead; their bodies lay out in a grid in an empty hold – empty except for the 

20 tonnes of C4 explosives packed against the outer hull and counting down to detonation on a 

malfunctioning timer. The suited man we met briefly in Episode 1 is Brookes and he is there to sort 

the problem and cover it up. He needs the tanker disarmed before it reaches Felixstowe and cuts off 

the UK’s main import route. 

Meanwhile above the Atlantic we are about to discover how an Argentine banker can vanish in mid-

flight… 

And it would all be so much simpler if the network didn’t have to deal with interference from 

Cromwell, Shreeves and Brown. 
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Episode 4: Deep 

An anomaly in the National Census seems to indicate the hand of the Whitewash network: young 

families from the same town have been remarkably successful in getting employment that moves 

them out of the area. Furthermore, these same families suffer a high rate of cancer. 

Shreeves and Brown literally unearth a deadly secret buried beneath the town’s new shopping mall. 

Could it be that the families have be relocated as an act of compassion by the network? 

 

Episode 5: Pure 

When a middle class teenager is rushed into St Bartholomew’s Hospital with a heroin overdose a 

resident specialist sees something more – a new pure strain of the drug. When the hospital officials 

refuse to take him seriously he calls a press conference, something the hospital’s director is 

determined to undermine with the aid of the Whitewash network. 

Parliament has summoned Cromwell before a closed select committee about overseas aid. He is 

prepared and briefed to answer any question – except the one he gets hit with: what does he know 

about a secretive branch of government that makes problems vanish at any cost? 

Shreeves hooks on to the St Barts heroin case and sees links between that and her dismissal from 

the Metropolitan Police. She and Brown trace the supply line to Afghanistan and farms of genetically 

modified poppy fields being harvested by the UK government to finance additional military funding 

for the armed forces. Currently to the tune of £312m. 

Meanwhile Cromwell is pulled deeper into the select committee’s expose of the Whitewash network 

as his political career teeters on a knife edge as he is accused of selling IT equipment to North Korea. 

His only way out is to enlist the help of the man who turned down the leadership of the Whitewash 

network over seven years ago. 

 

Episode 6: Falling Star 

When comet skips through the Earth’s atmosphere and smashes into a tower block in Glasgow, 

Brown senses the hand of the Whitewash network in covering something up. But what?   And why is 

Cromwell reluctant to get involved? 

As Shreeves and Brown get closer to discovering the truth behind the comet – that it was actually a 

malfunctioning North Korean satellite – Cromwell offers Brown the ultimate distraction: the address 

of his missing wife and son. But Cromwell can only guarantee their safety as long as Brown does not 

make contact with them. 
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Episode 7: The Deepest Breaths 

Amber’s sister is rushed to hospital and discovers has had a lung surgically removed – but she has 

never had such an operation and has no scars to indicate an operation ever took place. 

Amber convinces Cromwell to investigate and he soon discovers the widespread use of new born 

children on impoverished housing estates as a source of spare body parts. This is a cover up too far 

and Cromwell sets about destroying the Whitewash network at whatever cost to himself or his 

career. With Shreeves out for revenge after discovering how the GM poppy fields ruined her career, 

and Brown desperate to be reunited with his family, the three begin to expose and attack the 

Whitewash network and smoke out whoever is in now in charge of it. 

They have not reckoned on the sheer number of powerful people the network has assisted over the 

years – people for who the network know their darkest, terrible secrets. As claim and counter-claim; 

spin and counter-spin play out over the media, Cromwell realises that the IT equipment he exported 

to North Korea was not for the government aid programmes but was diverted to a military faction. 

Shreeves and Brown discover where the spare body parts are going – a fact that could bring down 

the Whitewash network. But also Cromwell, themselves and Brown’s family. 

 

Episode 8: Networks 

In North Korea, the military faction is moving against the government – and both now have IT access 

to launch the country’s experimental nuclear missiles. 

One organisation has the influence over enough powerful people to stop the conflict: the Whitewash 

network. Cromwell is called before the PM and is ordered to work with the network to disarm the 

situation he has partially created. He refuses and is led away. 

Shreeves, Brown and Amber are abducted into the heart of the Whitewash network and must 

question their own actions throughout the series. Some bad things do have to happen for the 

greater good; but Shreeves and Brown have a sense of moral justice that the network lacks— 

--but that won’t help anybody now the North Korean faction has just initiated the nuclear launch 

sequence.   The missiles were exchanged by the UK government – but were fitted with a back door 

to allow them to be disabled.  

And then the reveal: the faction hasn’t hacked into the North Korean missiles – they’ve hacked into 

and launched Israeli missiles… 

Cromwell, battered and bruised – unlike we’ve ever seen him before – is handcuffed in a dark prison 

cell. The only other thing in the cell is an old mobile phone. His only way out is the text the 

Whitewash network for help. He stares at the phone – the whole cell lurches to one side. 

High above the oil tanker a cargo container lurches as it is lowered below the deck. 


